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Mass loss from the Greenland Ice Sheet has increased over the past two decades, 16 
currently accounting for 25% of global sea level rise. This is due to increased surface 17 
melt driven by atmospheric warming and the retreat and acceleration of marine 18 
terminating glaciers forced by oceanic heat transport. We use ship-based profiles, 19 
bathymetric data, and moored time series from 2016 to 2017 of temperature, salinity, 20 
and water velocity collected in front of the floating tongue of the 79 North Glacier in 21 
Northeast Greenland. These observations indicate that year-round bottom-intensified 22 
inflow of warm Atlantic Water through a narrow channel is constrained by a sill. The 23 
associated heat transport leads to a mean melt rate of 10.4 ± 3.1 m/yr on the bottom of 24 
the floating glacier tongue. The interface height between warm inflow and colder 25 
overlying water controls the ocean heat transport’s temporal variability. Historical 26 
hydrographic data show that the interface height has risen over the past two decades, 27 
implying an increase in the basal melt rate. Additional temperature profiles at the 28 
neighbouring Zachariæ Isstrøm suggest that ocean heat transport here is similarly 29 
controlled by a near-glacier sill. We conclude that near-glacier, sill-controlled ocean 30 
heat transport plays a significant role for glacier stability. 31 
 In the past two decades the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) has been losing mass at an 32 
accelerated rate thereby contributing increasingly to global sea level rise1-4. The two major 33 
drivers attributed to the mass loss are increased surface melt caused by atmospheric warming 34 
and an increased ice discharge due to the speed-up of marine-terminating glaciers and ice 35 
streams5-8. Oceanic heat fluxes causing increased submarine melting has been shown to be a 36 
dominant driver for the glaciers’ speed-up and retreat9-14. 37 
 In northern Greenland the Northeast Greenland ice stream (NEGIS; Fig. 1a) 38 
significantly contributes to mass loss of the GrIS draining 16% of the entire ice sheet15. An 39 
increased mass loss is predicted in the near future due to an accelerated ice discharge at its 40 
main outlet glaciers, namely Nioghalvfjerdsfjorden Glacier (also referred to as 79 North 41 
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Glacier, 79NG) and Zachariæ Isstrøm (ZI)16-18. Recent studies revealed the loss of the entire 42 
glacier tongue and retreat of ZI16, and ongoing thinning of the 79NG16,19, with the mass loss 43 
of both glaciers having occurred mainly due to increased submarine melting20. A reduced 44 
buttressing of the glacier flow and grounding line retreat along a reverse slope may also 45 
contribute to destabilization of the glaciers and an increased ice discharge via the NEGIS21 in 46 
the near future.   47 
 For the moment, the 79NG possesses the largest floating tongue (Fig. 1c) around the 48 
entire coast of Greenland. The glacier’s main calving front extends over 35 km and is pinned 49 
onto a number of small islands (Fig. 1d). The adjacent bay is covered by fast-ice most of the 50 
year, which since 2000 has been breaking up more regularly in summertime than in previous 51 
years22. Below a surface layer of Polar Water, hydrographic measurements showed the 52 
presence of Atlantic Intermediate Water (AIW) in the trough system on the wide continental 53 
shelf23,34 of Northeast Greenland (Fig. 1a, b) and within the cavity below the 80-km-long 54 
floating tongue of the 79NG25-27. AIW originates from recirculating waters in Fram Strait23,24 55 
and exceeds 1°C (Fig. 1b). This makes it more than 3 °C warmer than the in-situ freezing 56 
point of seawater at 600 m depth (i.e. the grounding line depth of the 79NG25). Using both 57 
time series measurements of the AIW circulation obtained between August 2016 and 58 
September 2017 and a survey of the complex bathymetry in the vicinity of the 79NG, we can 59 
for the first time directly constrain the hitherto unknown dynamics of oceanic heat transport 60 
toward the 79NG and its magnitude and variability. 61 
Cavity-shelf exchange flow at the 79NG 62 
 In summer 2016, the first multi-beam bathymetric survey (Methods) was carried out in 63 
front of the 79NG (Fig. 1d). Three gateways between the pinning points were detected to be 64 
deep enough to allow for the inflow of warm AIW into the cavity. In particular, we identified 65 
a 480-m deep and 2-km wide channel leading into the subglacial cavity (site C in Figs. 1d and 66 
2a), while the other two gateways reached 300 m (sites A, B). Bathymetric survey further 67 
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revealed a 325-m deep sill that separates the 480-m deep channel from the trough system on 68 
the continental shelf28 (Figs. 1d and 2c).  69 
 To study the exchange of shelf and cavity waters, we (i) collected ship-lowered 70 
hydrographic and velocity measurements along the calving front in August 2016 and 71 
September 2017 (Methods), and (ii) recorded moored hydrographic and velocity time series 72 
between August 2016 and September 2017 (Methods, Supplementary Table 1). Moorings 73 
were placed at gateways A, B, and C along the main calving front, and at the 130 m deep sill 74 
of Dijmphna Sund (D) connecting the northern, minor calving front of the glacier to the shelf 75 
of Northeast Greenland (Fig. 1c, d; velocity recordings at site D stopped in March 2017). 76 
Both moored and lowered ADCP measurements revealed a swift flow of AIW (waters denser 77 
than 27.8 kg/m3) reaching 30 to 60 cm/s below 400 m depth directed toward the cavity in 78 
channel C (Figs. 1d and 2a). At shallower depths, i.e., in a layer between 250 m and the 79 
glacier front base (located at 90 m), we observed a flow directed out of the cavity showing 80 
velocities of up to 20 cm/s (Fig. 2a). The outflowing, glacially modified, waters are 0.9 °C 81 
cooler compared to the inflowing AIW (Fig. 2b) which suggests cooling from ocean-glacier 82 
interaction. The AIW related heat transport provides a means for basal melting which, by 83 
mixing with glacial meltwater within the cavity, transforms dense AIW into cooler, fresher 84 
and therefore less dense waters (modified AIW, referred to as mAIW).  85 
 Mean transports integrated horizontally and vertically along the gateways (Methods) 86 
reveal that the inflow of AIW is balanced by an outflow of mAIW above 250 m (or densities 87 
less than 27.75 kg/m3) (Fig. 2b). The outflow of mAIW through Dijmphna Sund accounts for 88 
almost half (45%) of the total export with the gateways B and C accounting for most of the 89 
remaining mAIW outflow. Our moored measurements allow us to calculate a mean (cavity) 90 
overturning rate of 46 ± 11 mSv (Fig. 2b; Methods). The total freshwater flux, QFW = 0.63 ± 91 
0.21 mSv, i.e., the sum of subglacial runoff discharged at the grounding line and basal melt, 92 
contributes 1.4 % to the cavity overturning (Methods).  Furthermore, our measurements 93 
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suggest that in the time-mean most freshwater leaving the cavity originates from basal 94 
melting (with a meltwater flux of QMW = 0.56 ± 0.17 mSv) while only 11 % stems from 95 
subglacial runoff (Methods). Based on our best estimate overturning rate, the average 96 
residence time of waters in the cavity is 162 days (Methods) suggesting the glacier to be 97 
mostly sensitive to AIW variations on periods longer than half a year29. Using our 98 
extrapolated temperature time series from moored recorders, the associated annual mean heat 99 
transport is 214 ± 63 GW (Methods). Considering the full mass and heat budgets of the 100 
subglacial cavity, we find that 97% of the 214 GW of net ocean heat flux into the cavity (Hx) 101 
is extracted within the cavity by melting (and warming) the glacier base (HMelting; Methods). 102 
This leads to area-averaged melt rates of 10.4 ± 3.1 m/yr (calculated based on the ocean mass, 103 
heat and salt budgets alone), translating to 17.8 ± 5.2 km3/yr (note that melt rates near the 104 
grounding line are much larger). Our results compare well to estimates derived from glacier 105 
mass budget calculations25, satellite-derived submarine melt rates20, and melt rates inferred 106 
from a plume model19. Warmer temperatures observed between January and September 2017 107 
(i.e., longer than the residence time) suggest a greater melting response29 in 2017 compared to 108 
autumn 2016 (Fig. 3a). 109 
Sill-control of the ocean heat supply 110 
 Next, we investigate the dynamics related to the differing (spatial) oceanic 111 
characteristics upstream and downstream of the 325 m-deep sill located 4 km upstream of the 112 
main inflow channel C (Fig. 1d). We find a bottom intensified flow at densities exceeding 113 
27.82 kg/m3 across the sill that accelerates downstream of the sill toward the cavity (Fig. 2c). 114 
Froude numbers (Methods) show a subcritical to supercritical transition across the sill (Fig. 115 
2c) indicative of a hydraulically controlled flow regime, in which the density contrast between 116 
the cavity and the continental shelf determines the volume flux into the cavity. Hydraulic 117 
control theory implies that an increase in the density or height of the AIW upstream of the sill 118 
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should result in an increased cross-sill flow of AIW, resulting in an increased overturning and 119 
heat transport into the cavity. 120 
 Time series of hydrographic and velocity records show that the rapid inflow of warm 121 
AIW into the cavity is a persistent feature throughout the entire year (Fig. 3a). This lends 122 
support to the conclusion that the AIW flow into the cavity is determined by upstream 123 
(hydraulic) control rather than the subglacial discharge at the grounding line of the cavity as 124 
the latter is thought to vary significantly between the seasons13. Estimated AIW transport 125 
from hydraulic control theory based solely on the density (here mainly set by temperature) 126 
contrast upstream and downstream of the sill (using moored records from mooring positions 127 
A, C and E, Fig. 1d; Methods) explains 59% of the variance of the overturning estimated 128 
based on moored velocity measurements (Fig. 3b). In the time-mean, using the transport 129 
predicted based on hydraulic control theory we underestimate the calculated overturning by 130 
12 %. Furthermore, vertical displacement of the 1.2 °C isotherm upstream of the sill explains 131 
62% of the (measured) overturning variance (with density variations mainly set by 132 
temperature variations). We conclude that the sill-channel system in front of the calving front 133 
critically controls the oceanic heat supply into the cavity and thereby the melt at the glacier 134 
base. The thickness of the AIW layer at the sill (blue line in Fig. 3b) is a crucially important 135 
parameter because a thickening corresponds to an increase in the overturning and heat 136 
supplied to melting of the glacier base. Accordingly, our moored records suggest a drastic 137 
change in the heat supply occurring in winter 2016/17 which we link to a large-scale 138 
thickening of the AIW layer on the continental shelf (Supplementary Discussion SD1, 139 
Methods SM1). 140 
Impact of large-scale hydrographic changes 141 
  Considering that the moored time series cover the period of one-year only, potential 142 
processes causing changes on seasonal and longer time scales (which are relevant with respect 143 
to a residence time of 162 days) in the AIW height cannot be examined. However, our new 144 
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knowledge of the local topographic control of AIW inflow can serve to estimate how 145 
observed large-scale changes of AIW characteristics on the Northeast Greenland shelf may 146 
have affected the basal melting of the 79NG in the recent past. Hydrographic measurements 147 
taken some 250 km upstream of the 79NG in the AIW supply pathway from the shelf edge to 148 
the 79NG24 suggest that the AIW layer was 15 m thinner and 0.4 °C cooler in 1984, 1997, and 149 
2008 compared to 2013-2017 (Supplementary Methods SM2, Fig. S1). Using annual mean 150 
AIW transport estimates from our moored records as a reference in combination with the 151 
estimates of the long-term change in AIW height, we estimate that the overturning may have 152 
increased by 141% from the earlier to the later period leading to a considerably shorter 153 
residence time (Supplementary Methods SM3). Since the AIW transport correlates 92% with 154 
the heat to melt ice at the glacier base, an increased heat supply (and thus enhanced submarine 155 
melting) can be expected for the recent period 2013-2017 in comparison to the earlier time 156 
periods for which data are available. However, it is outside the scope of this study to provide 157 
direct quantitative estimates in melt rates based on AIW height variations on the continental 158 
shelf. 159 
 Our measurements provide several new insights to the bathymetric-oceanic control of 160 
heat supply below the 79NG and similar glacier-ocean systems illustrated by the schematic 161 
sketch in Fig. 4. It is widely accepted that the temperature of water interacting with marine-162 
terminating glaciers is controlled by sill depth. Here we provide the first observationally-163 
supported evidence that hydraulic control constrains the volume inflow of waters from the 164 
continental shelf into an ice shelf cavity (i.e., in our case below the 79NG). Due to the local 165 
topographic control, any changes in the AIW thickness and density upstream of the sill due to 166 
large-scale hydrographic variations determine the heat flux below the glacier tongue. We 167 
posit that bathymetric control of AIW transport toward the 79NG has limited the oceanic heat 168 
available for submarine melting thereby sustaining the largest floating ice tongue in 169 
Greenland. 170 
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 Our first ever ocean measurements in the direct vicinity of ZI point to a similar 171 
topographic control of the ocean heat supply (Supplementary Discussion SD2, Methods SM4, 172 
and Fig. S2). While hydraulic-controlled exchange flows for ice shelf cavities have not been 173 
measured before, they have been investigated through a recent modelling study30. A better 174 
understanding of AIW variability on the continental shelf will be critical in order to predict 175 
future changes in the ocean heat supply and submarine melt at the outlet glaciers of the 176 
NEGIS. In particular, the relevance of shelf wind fields31 that were shown to drive winter-177 
enhanced heat fluxes across continental shelves toward other Greenlandic glacial fjords32,33 178 
need to be investigated. For the continental shelf offshore the 79NG a recent study shows that 179 
energetic topographic Rossby waves (at periods shorter than one month) propagate along the 180 
inflow pathway of AIW from the shelf edge toward the 79NG34. We posit that such wave 181 
processes may have the potential of modulating the AIW transports into the cavity by 182 
displacing the AIW interface and thus hydraulic control.  183 

Our improved understanding of the topographic control on ocean heat supply at the 184 
outlet glaciers of the NEGIS provides important ingredients for more realistic future ice sheet-185 
ocean model projections. We pose that up-to-date model simulations of the past/future 186 
grounding line retreat of 79NG and ZI18,35 are undermined by a lack of detailed understanding 187 
of the ocean forcing. We conclude that in order to determine the future glacier stability and 188 
mass flux from the Greenland ice sheet contributing to sea level rise, high-resolution coastal 189 
ocean bathymetry data sets are required together with near coastal observations of 190 
hydrography and circulation.  191 
 192 
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Figure Captions 303 
Figure 1: Circulation and bathymetry around Northeast Greenland and summer 304 
2016/2017 surveys along the 79 North Glacier (79NG) calving front. a) Greenland ice 305 
velocities and currents around Northeast Greenland overlaid on the continental shelf 306 
bathymetry (300/600 m contours in grey/black). b) Example of a temperature/salinity-depth 307 
profile (location marked in a) showing typical water properties measured on the continental 308 
shelf in summer 2017. c) Landsat mosaic of the 79NG and bathymetry of the adjacent ocean 309 
(box in a). d) Enlargement of the 79NG calving front (box in c) showing CTD/LADCP 310 
stations occupied in 2016 (red, Fig. 2a) and 2017 (yellow, Fig. 2c), and mooring positions 311 
(white stars). The close-up in the upper right shows the bathymetric detail of the sill region. 312 
 313 
Figure 2: Oceanic measurements at the 79 North Glacier (79NG) calving front in 314 
2016/2017. a) Velocity distribution along the 79NG calving front. We marked isopycnals 315 
(black), isotherms (grey dashed), station locations (triangles), and the approximate depths of 316 
the glacier face (white). Overlaid in coloured circles are the mean velocities from moored 317 
records. b) Horizontally integrated transports along the calving front section taking Dijmphna 318 
Sund into account (black-white) and neglecting Dijmphna Sund records (black-grey), and 319 
temperature profile from the main inflow (red). c) Potential temperature distribution along the 320 
yellow-coloured transect in Fig. 1d. Along-channel velocities (bars), 27.65 and 27.82 kg/m3 321 
isopycnals (white dashed), and Froude numbers (given at the top of each station) are overlaid. 322 
 323 
Figure 3: Temporal variability of the cavity overturning and of the heat for melting the 324 
underside of the 79 North Glacier. a) Time series of in-/outflow velocities (red/blue) and 325 
1.2°C isotherm (white) based on moored velocity and temperature records taken at mooring 326 
site C. b) Time series of the heat going into melting the glacier from below (red); time series 327 
of the volume flux computed based on the hydraulic control theory (dashed) in comparison to 328 
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the computed overturning based on records from gateways A-D (black); time series of the 329 
depth of the 1.2 °C isotherm at mooring site E (blue). Error bars for heat and volume fluxes 330 
give systematic errors arising from the extrapolation methods (Methods). Error bars for 331 
isotherm displacements are time variations. Black markers in March highlight the date when 332 
the ADCP located in Dijmphna Sund stopped recording velocities. 333 
 334 
Figure 4: Sketch of the cavity circulation and water masses at the 79 North Glacier. (1) 335 
Large-scale hydrographic variations, reflected by changes in the Atlantic water layer 336 
thickness, are subject to local topographic-sill (hydraulic) control. (2) Downstream of a sill a 337 
descending gravity plume transports heat into the cavity. (3) Inside the cavity the heat is used 338 
to melt the glacier from below. A positively buoyant meltwater plume causes turbulent 339 
mixing of AIW with glacial meltwaters thereby likely intensifying the heat flux to the ice. (4) 340 
The heat lost due to glacial melting results in an export of glacially modified waters (mAIW) 341 
which are 0.9 °C cooler compared to the inflowing Atlantic waters.  342 
 343 
Methods 344 
Bathymetric data. Bathymetric data are rare around the coast of Greenland while detailed 345 
knowledge of the seafloor is essential to understand the ocean heat transport within glacial 346 
fjords. During R/V Polarstern36 expeditions PS100 and PS109 the hull-mounted Teledyne 347 
RESON Hydrosweep DS3 multibeam echo-sounding system was used to collect bathymetric 348 
data along the ship's track. The operating frequencies were between 13.6 and 16.4 kHz. Sound 349 
velocity profiles from hydrographic measurements were used to calibrate the bathymetric 350 
data, which were processed and cleaned in CARIS Hips and Sips. Finally, the data have been 351 
included in an update of the digital bathymetric model for the Northeast Greenland 352 
continental shelf28 and subsequently incorporated into the global RTopo-2 data set37. 353 
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Bathymetric profiles along CTD/LADCP sections (Fig. 2a, c) were interpolated from the 354 
updated RTopo-2 data set.  355 
Hydrographic and velocity profiles. For our analysis, we use 18 hydrographic/velocity 356 
profiles carried out in summers 2016 and 2017 with R/V Polarstern36 offshore the calving 357 
front of the 79NG. Ship-lowered conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) casts were carried 358 
out with a standard CTD SBE911plus system sampling at 24 Hz. We used water samples 359 
from Niskin bottles to calibrate conductivity sensors (salinity bottle-sensor deviation of 0.002 360 
r.m.s.). All profiles were interpolated to a 1 dbar vertical resolution. 361 
Two 300 kHz RDI Workhorse ADCPs (one upward and one downward oriented) were 362 
mounted on the frame of the CTD rosette to infer profiles of current velocities. Data were 363 
processed with the LDEO IX LADCP package, based on an inverse method38 and constrained 364 
by the vessel-mounted ADCP, with a vertical resolution of 10 m and an accuracy of 4 cm/s. 365 
Cavity in-/outflowing waters along the calving front are defined as west-/eastward velocities 366 
(Fig. 2a), respectively. Current directions (including tides) in the CTD/LADCP section across 367 
the sill (Fig. 2c) were rotated into along-flow direction following the shape of the bathymetry. 368 
In order to cover the cavity in-/outflow, we assess the shallowest, shortest CTD/LADCP 369 
sections in North-South direction between the pinning point islands. Data have been 370 
extrapolated linearly in horizontal direction along the CTD/LADCP sections.  371 
Hydrography and velocity time series. Temporal evolution of temperatures, salinities and 372 
current vectors were recorded at distinct depth levels with instruments moored at five 373 
mooring positions (Supplementary Table 1). Four moorings were located within the main 374 
cavity-shelf exchange gateways A, B, C, and D (Fig. 1d), and a fifth (referred to as mooring 375 
E) at the sill located upstream the main inflow. In the vertical all velocity records covered the 376 
depth range from (at most) 18 m above the seafloor to the average depth of the glacier base at 377 
90 m. We linearly interpolate ADCP velocities between the bin depths for every time step 378 
(Supplementary Table 1). We consider horizontal flow above the glacier base perpendicular 379 
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to the calving front to be zero as it is blocked by the glacier base. Based on our mean velocity 380 
profiles from the moored records we find velocities to decrease toward the seafloor. In order 381 
to extrapolate moored velocities down to the seafloor, we assumed the speed at the seafloor to 382 
equal half the speed at the deepest bin and interpolated linearly in between. 383 
Cavity overturning and residence time. To assess the strength of the cavity overturning we 384 
computed volume transports of in- and outflowing waters based on the velocity fields that 385 
were horizontally extrapolated (as detailed in this section) and subsequently gridded. Volume 386 
transports were calculated from the gridded velocity fields at 5-m depth intervals by 387 
integrating horizontally (multiplying velocities with the width of the gateway) as shown in 388 
Fig. 2b. Assuming that the cross-sections cover the entire flow across the calving front, a 389 
precise compensation among the in- and outflow components is required (neglecting 390 
meltwater fluxes). We find that velocities decrease towards the sidewalls at gateways B and C 391 
where several LADCP profiles are available (Fig. 2a). To account for reduced velocities 392 
toward the sidewalls and in order to achieve a closed time-mean mass budget, we reduced the 393 
velocity data (at each depth level) to 20% at horizontal distances less than 500 m to each 394 
sidewall (resulting in a deficit of 0.02 Sv). To assess the systematic errors associated with the 395 
extrapolation39 we repeat the calculations with 0% and 40% reduced velocities at 500 m 396 
distances and then compare the results from these cases. At every 1-hourly time step, the mass 397 
budget is closed individually by adding a time-varying, spatially-uniform velocity to the 398 
entire velocity field40. The cavity overturning is defined by the maximum in vertical 399 
cumulative transports (cumulative sum from the seafloor to the average depth of the glacier 400 
base). It has been calculated for all three cases (with changing sideways reduction of the 401 
flow). 402 

The best estimate of volume transports is given for the time period when sensors at all 403 
moorings recorded data, i.e., between 29 August 2016 and 08 March 2017. The ADCP at 404 
mooring position D located in Dijmphna Sund stopped recording in March 2017, while all the 405 
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other devices recorded data until recovery in September 2017. Our best estimate cavity 406 
overturning (based on all mooring records) correlates with the overturning lacking volume 407 
fluxes via Dijmphna Sund with a correlation coefficient of 0.96. The mean cavity overturning 408 
is underestimated by 6 mSv when neglecting Dijmphna Sund. In order to prolong the time 409 
series of cavity overturning until summer 2017, we applied a linear regression (regression 410 
coefficients α = 1.06 and γ = 0.004 with y(t) = αt+ γ, where y is the estimated overturning at 411 
time step t). The mean of the resulting time series (three cases) are used as our best estimate 412 
of the cavity overturning and we consider the corresponding standard deviation as a 413 
quantification of its systematic errors (Fig. 3b). 414 

Assuming a closed mass budget the average residence time of waters in the cavity can 415 
be approximated by dividing the cavity volume by the estimated time-mean cavity 416 
overturning. The cavity volume has been computed based on the bathymetry and ice base 417 
topography provided by the RTopo-237 data set giving a cavity volume of 640 ± 80 km3 where 418 
the error stems from uncertainties in the depth measurements. 419 
Heat, salt and freshwater budgets for a subglacial cavity. In order to infer melt rates at the 420 
glacier base from our oceanic measurements, we need to consider the complete heat, salt, and 421 
mass budgets39 for a control volume Vc containing all liquid water in a subglacial cavity41 422 
(Fig. S3). The boundaries of Vc are defined by the glacier base, the sidewalls and seafloor of 423 
the subglacial cavity, and the cross-section at the seaward end of the cavity (Ax, i.e., along the 424 
calving front; vertical dashed line in Fig. S3). We assume that the water in the cavity is well 425 
mixed such that it can be represented by a single (θ, S) where θ is the potential temperature 426 
and S is the salinity. 427 
Neglecting any temporal changes in the control volume, the mass budget for the subglacial 428 
cavity39 is given by 429 

  +  + = 0.   (1) 
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The first term is the volume flux through the cross-section along the calving front (Qx), where 430 
we consider u to be the velocity across Ax with positive velocities to be directed into the 431 
control volume. The sum of the second and the third term describes the total freshwater 432 
discharged into the cavity, i.e., the volume fluxes of subglacial runoff, QR, and basal 433 
meltwater, QMW. 434 

The heat budget for the control volume39 is given by  435 
   + + =  + .   (2) 

 

The terms on the left-hand side of equation (2) are the advective heat fluxes through all 436 
boundaries, i.e., the heat transports across Ax (term 1; Hx in Fig. S3), from subglacial runoff 437 
(term 2; HR in Fig. S3), and from basal melting (term 3; HMW in Fig. S3). The advective heat 438 
fluxes are balanced by changes in the ocean heat content (term 1 on the right-hand side of 439 
equation (2); Hstorage in Fig. S3) and the total heat extracted from the ocean to warm and/or 440 
melt ice (term 2 on the right side of equation (2); Hmelting in Fig. S3). Constants ρ0 and cp are 441 
the density and heat capacity of seawater, respectively. θR and θMW are the potential 442 
temperatures corresponding to the in-situ freezing temperatures at which the subglacial runoff 443 
and basal meltwater enter the control volume, respectively. The adjusted latent heat39 (Ladj) is 444 
given by 445 = ( − ) + ,   (3) 

which includes the heat required to raise the ice temperature to the melting point (considering 446 
the heat capacity of ice, ci, and the ice temperature, θi), and the latent heat to melt ice (L). 447 
The salt budget is given by the advective salt transport (Fx) through the cross section Ax which 448 
is balanced by the salt storage (FStorage)

39: 449 
  = .   (4)  
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Advective heat and salt fluxes from moored records. We used our moored records to 450 
calculate advective heat and salt fluxes across the calving front section. Temperature and 451 
salinity time series were obtained at 5 and 11 depth levels for moorings A and C, respectively, 452 
and slightly above the seafloor at moorings B and D. We developed extrapolation methods in 453 
order to grid temperature and salinity fields which are representative for each gateway at 454 
every point in time. CTD profiles taken in 2016 and 2017 at the different mooring locations 455 
(smoothed and averaged) were used to extrapolate θ/S data in the vertical, i.e., from the 456 
uppermost moored instrument upward to the glacier base in order to estimate complete θ/S 457 
profiles at every point in time. For moorings containing data loggers at different depths, the 458 
profile between sensors were linearly extrapolated. Between the bottom-most sensor and the 459 
seafloor data was extrapolated by assuming a constant value equal to the deepest θ/S record 460 
(justified by the assumption that bottom water was well mixed and sensors were located < 14 461 
m above the seafloor, Supplementary Table 1).  462 
We assume that largest errors of our extrapolated θ/S fields arise from the extrapolation 463 
between the uppermost sensor and the glacier base, i.e., between 90 m and approx. 200 m, as 464 
it passes through the θ/S gradient between Polar Water and mAIW (Fig. 2b). To account for 465 
these errors when computing salt/heat fluxes, we estimated the mean deviation of θ/S profiles 466 
(measured in 2016 and 2017) from the θ/S profile predicted by our extrapolation method. In 467 
addition to our best estimate θbe(h,t), with h being the height above the uppermost sensor, we 468 
constructed two error-cases (θ+/S+, θ-/S-) for each gateway:  469 

 ⁄ (ℎ, ) =  (ℎ, ) ± ℎ − ℎℎ − ℎ .   (5) 

Here dθ is an estimate for the temperature extrapolation error at the glacier base (equal to the 470 
mean deviation from the predicted value). This error is assumed to increase linearly from zero 471 
at the depth of the uppermost sensor to dθ at the glacier base (equation (5)). The same was 472 
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done for salinity. θ/S data were interpolated horizontally by assuming a constant value at 473 
every depth within each gateway. 474 
In order to compute time series of the advective heat and salt fluxes, we combine each of the 475 
three cases of the velocity field with each of the nine cases of the θ/S field and used constants 476 
ρ0 = 1027 kg m-3 and cp = 3.986 kg kJ-1 K-1. The means of those 27 cases at each time step is 477 
our best estimate for the heat and salt fluxes and the standard deviations are estimates of their 478 
extrapolation errors. 479 
Filter, time-mean, and error estimates. We filtered the volume, advective heat, and salt flux 480 
time series (and all related time series discussed below) with a lowpass-filter using a Hann 481 
window of two weeks. The cut-off period has been chosen in order to still resolve the effects 482 
of topographic Rossby waves that are shown to be relevant for propagation of energy toward 483 
the coast with the peak energy in the shelf circulation at 20-day periods34. Our best estimates 484 
yield Qx = 46 ± 11 mSv, Hx = 214 ± 63 GW, and Fx = 2.4 ± 0.6 kg s-1. Means represent time-485 
means of our best estimate time series. Errors are estimated from the sum of systematic and 486 
statistic errors. Systematic errors are calculated based on the time-mean of the standard 487 
deviations arising from extrapolation errors. Statistic errors, i.e., the standard error of the 488 
time-mean, σm, were calculated by = √  where σ is the standard deviation of our best 489 
estimate flux time series and N represents degrees of freedom (quantified by the zero-crossing 490 
of the autocorrelation function of the time series). 491 
Heat and salt storage from moored records. We estimate the heat and salt storage terms39 492 
(equations (2) and (4)) based on the assumption that the variability at the calving front is 493 
representative of the variability over the entire control volume within the subglacial cavity. 494 
We assume the temperature/salinity time series to be the time- (14-day lowpass filtered) and 495 
volume-averaged temperature/salinity, which we approximated as the section-averaged 496 
temperature/salinity (e.g., ( ) = ( )   

). We find the heat (0.03 ± 0.02 GW) 497 
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and salt (0.22 ± 0.26 kg s-1) storage terms to be small compared to the advective heat and salt 498 
fluxes. 499 
Freshwater fluxes. The total freshwater flux can be calculated39 based on the advective salt 500 
flux, the salt storage, and the section-averaged salinity from 501 

= 1 + .   (6) 

Furthermore, the total freshwater exported across the calving front is given by the sum of 502 
subglacial runoff and basal melt entering the cavity, i.e., = + . Using the heat 503 
budget (equation (2)) and some transformations39, the meltwater flux can be calculated by 504 

= 1 ( − ) + − ,   (7) 

with = − ( − ). We defined the temperature of basal meltwater to be 505 
the potential temperature corresponding to the mean in-situ freezing temperature between 90 506 
and 600 m depth (i.e., the depth range of the glacier base) with a salinity ranging between 30 507 
and 35, i.e., θMW = -2.05 ± 0.14°C. Accordingly, the runoff temperature, θR = -0.22 ± 0.13°C, 508 
was  defined as the in-situ freezing point temperature of freshwater between 0 and 600 m. In 509 
order to compute Ladj (equation (3)) we use the heat capacity of ice of ci = 3.986 kg kJ-1 K-1 510 
and assume the ice temperature to be θi = -15 ± 1°C.  511 
Heat to melt ice and basal melt rates. Based on the time series of the meltwater flux, we 512 
determine the heat going into melting the glacier from below (equations (2) and (3)). For our 513 
observation period, the total heat extracted from the ocean to warm and/or melt ice yields 208 514 
± 61 GW (Fig. 3b). Basal melt rates (MR) can be estimated by =  ⁄ , where 515 
Abase = 1700 ± 70 km2 is the approximate area of the glacier base estimated from RTopo-237. 516 
Froude numbers. In order to assess whether the volume transport through the inflow channel 517 
is constrained by the geometry of the strait itself (hydraulic control42), we computed Froude 518 
numbers (F). Froude numbers ( = / ′ℎ) describe the ratio of the mean flow velocity (u) 519 
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and the speed of long gravity waves ( ′ℎ, with the reduced gravity ′ =  Δ /  and the 520 
height of the water column h). We applied our hydrographic measurements to a 2 1/2-layer 521 
system such that we defined the middle layer to be within the 27.65 and 27.82 kg m-3 522 
isopycnals and the lower layer between the 27.82 kg m-3 isopycnal and the seafloor. The 523 
lower layer is considered to be representative for a well-mixed flow of AIW into the glacier 524 
cavity, i.e., u is the depth-averaged velocity below the 27.82 kg m-3 isopycnal and h the height 525 
above seafloor of the 27.82 kg m-3 isopycnal. For deriving the reduced gravity, we take Δ  as 526 
the mean densities between the two layers. Froude numbers larger 1 are indicative for a 527 
supercritical flow regime in which the flow through a strait is sufficiently large that no 528 
information (waves), e.g. on the interface height, can be transferred from the cavity 529 
(downstream basin) to the continental shelf (upstream basin). 530 
Volume transport based on hydraulic control theory. Following the assumption that the 531 
ocean flow is topographically controlled, we predict volume fluxes based on the channel 532 
width (ws), the reduced gravity, the depth of the sill, and the bifurcation depth (zbif)

43. The 533 
latter is classically inferred from the depth where density profiles from the upstream and 534 
downstream basins start to increasingly deviate from each other with increasing depth43 (as an 535 
approximate measure for the upper bound of the gravity plume). We use the same approach 536 
but apply it to temperature profiles from interpolated moored temperature fields for the 537 
following reasons: First, temperatures mainly determine densities of the AIW/mAIW in our 538 
study area. Second, temperature loggers placed in various depths resolved temperature 539 
gradients while sensors measuring salinities were placed only at the shallowest and deepest 540 
depths (Supplementary Table 1). Third, inferring salinities from temperatures introduces 541 
errors because of a non-linear behaviour of salinities and temperatures in our study region.  542 
 Comparing CTD profiles from the upstream basin with profiles from mooring 543 
positions A and E suggest that hydrographic data from both sites approximately represent 544 
hydrographic conditions from the upstream basin (not shown), while data recorded at 545 
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mooring site C represent downstream conditions (Fig.1d), used to calculate the bifurcation 546 
depth.  547 

The difference of the sill depth and the bifurcation depth yields the reservoir height at 548 
the sill (hsill). The Rossby radius of deformation ( = ′ ℎ  /  = 2.7 km) is slightly 549 
larger than the width of the strait (1.5 km/2.5 km at 300 m/200 m, respectively). Thus, 550 
rotation may become important but is neglected here. In the zero-potential vorticity limit43 551 
and for non-rotating cases, the maximum volume flux through a strait can be predicted by: 552 

= 23  ( ′)  (ℎ ) .   (8) 

We approximate the width of the strait ws as a linear function of the bifurcation depth by ws ≅  553 
-10*(zbif - 450m), (based on the strait widths at 200 and 300 m given above). Based on 554 
densities extrapolated from moorings A (upstream) and B (downstream) we compute a 555 
reduced gravity of 556 

= ( ) − ( )  (9) 

with g = 9.81 m/s2, zsill = 325 m, and ρ0 = 1027.8 kg/m3. Over time the reduced gravity does 557 
not vary much, whereas temporal changes in ws and hsill are large. 558 
 559 
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2017) and at https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.904022 (for mooring recoveries in 587 
2018). Processed mooring data are found at the World Data Center PANGAEA under 588 
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https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.909628. Maps based on the updated RTopo-2 data 601 
set are available at https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.905295. Satellite images recorded by 602 
Landsat 8 on 2016-04-28 (Fig. 1c, d) and 2016-09-07 (Supplementary Fig. S2) can be 603 
downloaded from Earth Explorer (https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/). Ice velocities based on 604 
"Greenland ice velocity map 2017/2018 from Sentinel-1 [version 1.0]" and the grounding line 605 
position derived from ERS-1/-2 SAR and Sentinel-1 SAR interferometry are available from 606 
ENVEO within the ESA Initiative Greenland Ice Sheet CCI (https://esa-icesheets-greenland-607 
cci.org/). 608 
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Code availability. MATLAB routines used for data processing and analysis are available 610 
from Janin Schaffer (janin.schaffer@awi.de) upon request. 611 
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